Webinars and Online Trainings on
corporate sustainability for the SDG 14.

Corporate sustainability for the SDG 14.
We offer the following webinars:
Sustainable
development goals and
SDG 14
Interactive
talk:
Sustainable
Development Goals and SDG 14
Workshop and discussion: How
can you contribute to SDG14 and
the other SDGs?
Marine environmental
impacts and solutions for
companies
Interactive talk: Impacts on the
sea
Sustainability workshop in the
company / office

Marine debris and
solutions

Interactive
talk:
Waste
and
plastics in the sea.
Waste reduction workshop in the
company / office

Other workshops (to
consult)
Marine Citizen Science: How
We Can Contribute to Marine
Science
Climate
change
and
blue
carbon
Blue economy and "Blue new
deal"
Marine Protected Areas and
marine biodiversity

PUBLIC
Employees with an interest in
improving sustainability at an
individual level and in their
company.

FORMAT
Online
(webinar
+
training
platform) or in person (workshop
+ sustainable catering)

Contact:
consultancy@oceanogami.com
+34 606 642 318

FORMAT AND PRICE

Includes:
Dynamic workshops with
design thinking and idea
development
methodologies
Dynamic talks
Delivery of activity report
with results
On-site: Sustainable local
catering
+
conference
room
(with
covid-19
measures)

Duration
Each training lasts 4 hours,
which
includes
design,
activities, and a coffee
break. It is possible to do it
in a day or 2 days, or to
adapt the duration of the
workshop to the needs of
the company / public.
Custom training is possible
(on request).

Price per workshop*
Between 5-10 people: 300€
per person
Between
10-20
people:
200€ per person
Between
20-50
people:
100€ per person
Includes:
Design,
Organizer,
Keynote
speaker
(scientific
communicator), minimum
2 facilitators per workshop.
Discounts available if there
is more than one workshop
*online or in person, price
does not include catering or
conference room rental.

Who are we?

Patricia Martí Puig, Ph.D.
CEO & Founder
consultancy@oceanogami.com
+34 606 642 318

@Oceanogami
#OceanResponsiblity #OceanAction
#Bluenewdeal

Oceanogami is an international consulting
and social enterprise specialized in ocean
sustainability. We act as a link between
different sectors for a marine
environmental co-responsibility. We
develop skills, training programs for
marine conservation, both in person and
virtual for the general public, corporate
environment, people at risk of social
exclusion and
scientific technical public.

